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The Royal Society of Chemistry 
Protects Vital Data With Dajon’s Help 
Dajon steps in to digitise vital and irreplaceable paperwork for 
The Royal Society of Chemistry

The Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) carries out vital research and publishes a wide variety of 
documentation in a continuing quest towards the advancement of chemical sciences. Having accu-
mulated 378 boxes - equating to around 1 million pages – of irreplaceable historical paperwork, 
protection became an issue. The society needed the data to be stored in a central online system 
to ensure the safety of the information and to make sure that it could be referenced easily for 
years to come. Dajon stepped in – digitising the data and creating a highly effective, indexed DMS.
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The Client

The Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) certainly has a 
rich and illustrious past. Dedicated to the advancement 
of chemical sciences, the RSC perform vital research and 
publish a wide variety of documentation for members and 
peers. As the professional body for chemistry in the UK, 
the RSC also allocate professional statuses and award a 
number of prizes and awards to recognise excellence in 
various areas of chemistry.

Not surprisingly given their impressive reputation and 
background, the RSC has in the region of 47,500 members, 
arriving from very diverse areas of chemical sciences. 
Each member makes a contribution to the organisation - 
and in turn they are granted access to invaluable scientific 
information, careers advice and a wide range of exclusive 
benefits. 

Past members of the RSC include a number of Nobel 
Prize winners and leading Government figures. Naturally, 
this kind of fascinating and useful historical information 
needed to be kept on record. 

The Project

With such an intricate and involved member history, the 
RSC had amassed a huge amount of data. Paper docu-
mentation relating to past members and their dealings 
had been stored in paper form for prosperity over the dec-
ades, with many of the papers dating back to the 19th 
century and running throughout the turbulent, but fasci-
nating, war years. 

In total, the papers filled a staggering 378 boxes, equat-
ing to around 1 million pages. Aside from the obvious 

concerns about protecting vital historical data, it became 
clear that the information should be stored centrally in 
order to make it more accessible for future research.

When the time arrived for the papers to be archived, the 
RSC started their search for a document management 
company who were able to securely and efficiently scan 
in the data. They needed a company with proven exper-
tise in the area – many of the documents were fragile, and 
with the obvious value of the content, scan quality was of 
vital importance to make the data as readable as possible 
once online.

Based on glowing reports from previous clients and highly 
competitive rates, the RSC selected Dajon Data Manage-
ment for the project. As Rob Stiles, Membership Coordi-
nator at RSC says: 

“having seen Dajon’s track record and excellent 
references, the choice was very simple for us – we 
wanted Dajon”.

The Task Begins

The project began life in May/June of 2013, with Dajon 
taking 100 boxes in each rotation to scan. Dajon under-
stood the importance of the papers - and with a proven 
track record in the processing of sensitive and often frag-
ile documents, they embarked upon the task. 

Great communication was vital to ensuring smooth-run-
ning of the project. RSC describe Dajon as being 

“helpful, attentive and always available for 
questions” 

throughout all phases of the assignment.
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It was the aim of Dajon to create an easily accessible data-
base using the very best technologies available. Many of 
the older documents had varying levels of degradation fol-
lowing long periods of storage; therefore scan quality was 
of key importance.

As Jim Wiggin (Sales and Marketing Director at Dajon Data 
Management at the time of the project) said; 

“We understood the importance of getting the 
documents scanned in quickly, but accurately, with 
optimum readability”.  

The End Result

Apart from the obvious advantage of freeing up physical 
space, the RSC/Dajon project ensured the safety of doc-
uments that will be referenced for many years to come. 
Much of the information contained in these sacred docu-
ments simply cannot be replaced.  

RSC praised Dajon for their efforts on the project, saying; 

“we are very happy with the work that Dajon carried 
out for us, would highly recommend them, and with 
no hesitation would use them again in the future”

Thanks to the hard work performed by Dajon, key RSC 
member communications are now preserved as a perma-
nent reminder of years gone by. Existing and future mem-
bers can now access documents that may have otherwise 
remained un-read in storage.

As Rob Stiles commented 

“the true value of the project is now being realised, 
as we look through the wealth of data scanned in – 
in particular the documents dating back to the turn 
of the century”.

Dajon – Not Your Average Company

If your company needs help with a data project, Dajon 
Data Management can help. From document scanning and 
storage to cloud enterprise and backup, Dajon have tai-
lored, cost-effective solutions to fit your requirements.

Dajon are not your average company – they create per-
sonalised solutions to cater for individual company needs 
and always add real value to any work that they do.

Great care was 
taken to capture 

the historical 
data accurately


